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A Letter From David 
It was a pleasure seeing so many of you at the OTI Symposium in October.  This year promises more 

opportunities. The first will be the AAW Symposium in Pittsburg, June 25-28, 2015. The AAW has again 

granted us a room for the entire meeting which gives us 10 full rotations. We hope for a good attendance so 

that we can perpetuate this room for future years. The second opportunity will be at my house in Gravity, PA 

July 24-25 where there will be a workshop on using metal lathes and mills. The third opportunity will be in 

Geneva, IL tentatively scheduled for October 16-18 where the Chicago Woodturners will once again sponsor a 

hands on meeting with at least 5 rose engines. I hope that many of you can make it to at least one of these 

meetings. 

While new tool development has lagged behind during the past year, we take our 

triumphs where we can find them. Over the past year I have been working with 

Sherline to develop a new four jaw scroll chuck with a new style of master jaws to 

carry full circle pie jaws. The pie jaws are made of free machining steel so they can 

be machined in place, or if desired Mike Stacey is machining sets of jaws with 

steps. These chucks will take the place of the Swiss chucks some of us have spent 

time locating and then making individual special backs. These mount with the 

typical Sherline ¾”-16 thread and can be mounted 

directly to the index head or to the spindle with an 

MT2 to ¾”-16 adapter. In addition, Mike has also made levelers for these chucks 

that mount readily on the Sherline spindle. I am grateful for Sherline taking a 

development risk on this chuck. They had to develop a new style of master jaws 

that met my specifications. The timing was good for the project because they have 

just released a new chuck that is nickel plated which increases not only wear 

life but also provides an additional level of lubricity. These chucks will make 

holding blanks for guilloché work quick and accurate at a price competitive 

with the cost of a used Swiss chuck. 

Also back in stock are the expanding ring holders which can hold rings from 

size 5 to 9 ½.  

I take delight in seeing more and more of you taking up the attachments and tools that have previously sat 

dormant. I see more and more of you gaining confidence using the machine simply because of experience. I 

seeing more of you sharing your work with others, and expanding your skills. Some of you are using the 

instructional documents to learn, and then you are modifying and adding to the pieces made from the 

instructions. I saw this vividly at this year’s OTI Symposium when Peter Gerstel won an award with a project 
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Just as this issue was being finished we learned of the passing of Gorst Duplessis on Saturday, April 18 as a 

result of a heart attack he suffered earlier in the month. Gorst, age 77, was certainly one of our Modern 

Masters of Ornamental Turning. We will have a tribute to Gorst’s life and work in our next issue. We invite 

all our readers to send their remembrances of Gorst, his work, and how he influenced your work. We send our 

sympathy and prayers to his family. -- Ed. 

Editor’s Chips 
—John Tarpley  

made on an LRE. I have seen many worthy projects coming from your machines; keep up the good work. 

John has put together another exceptional newsletter for us. One of the highlights is that we have decided to 

revisit the article on rosettes we did a couple years back. We have added information for the rosettes that have 

been added since the article was done, and we’ve revised and corrected some of the information. Make sure 

you take a fresh look at the article. As always, there’s a lot of fresh information and highlights from the 

gatherings. I cannot thank him enough for his efforts in this as they benefit us all. 

A seminar on using a metal turning lathe and milling machine will be held on August 6-8, 2015, in Gravity, PA 

at the shop of David Lindow, home of the Lindow Rose Engine. Since ornamental turning practitioners are 

interested in using the metal lathe, the seminar will focus on the fundamentals of metal turning and how to use 

the metal lathe to make straight cuts for wood turning. It will include tool grinding and dialing in objects. The 

seminar will feature different styles of lathes so that those who already have a lathe can be matched up as 

closely as possible with the type of lathe they own while those that are contemplating purchasing a lathe can 

try different styles to see what will work best for them. Small projects, such as producing a pen mandrel, will 

be demonstrated as well as the making of cutting tools. Techniques for indicating will be included. There will 

be two milling machines available for those who want to learn rudimentary set up and milling operations. The 

shop size will limit the attendees to 15 (if the class fills and others want to participate we can schedule another 

session in the near future). The shop will open on Thursday afternoon, July 23. There will be a cost of $150 

which will include a materials fee, morning snacks, and a midday meal.  

Two hotels are recommended. 

Best Western, Pioneer Plaza, 25 S. Main St., Carbondale, PA 18407, 570-536-6020. It is about 10 miles north 

of the shop on US 6. 

Comfort Inn, Hamlin, 117 Twin Rocks Rd., Lake Ariel, PA 18436, 570-689-4148. It is about 9 miles south of 

the shop on Rt. 191. 

Metal Work Seminar 

It will soon be time for another meeting of Lindow Rose Engine owners. I have been trying to think of a name 

for these meetings. Drawing on my Scotch Irish heritage I remembered that for centuries the clans in the 

highlands had periodic meetings where everyone caught up on the family, planned for the coming year, traded, 

and learned from each other. That tradition is continued to this day in Highland Games held in various areas. 

That seems similar to what we do at our meetings. These meetings were known as Gatherings. So I hope to see 

you at David’s shop this summer for the next “Gathering of the Clan” where we’ll have the chance to learn 

some basic metal machining techniques. This should be especially interesting for those of us like me who have 

no machinist experience. We’ll also have a chance to catch up with each other and learn from each other. 
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Ornamental Turners International is a chapter of the AAW devoted to ornamental turning on both the 

ornamental turning lathe and the rose engine. This program attempts to demonstrate many of the different 

facets of ornamental turning with the various tools from different perspectives. The program is integrated so 

that while each demo is capable of standing alone they are ordered to build on each other. It is an attempt to 

give the novice a sure foundation while adding to the skills of more experienced turners. A broad selection of 

tools and apparatus will be explored, and throughout the program the curvilinear slide rest will be 

demonstrated as an addendum to the various demos. While the focus is on ornamental turning some demos, 

especially the ones on threading and stabilization, will have applications for any interested turner. 

Introduction to Ornamental Turning and Rose Engines: 

Level:  Beginner  

Tools:  Universal Cutting Frames (UCF), Drilling Frame w/ Eccentric Cutter, Rose Engine 

Demonstrator:  David Lindow 

A general introduction to ornamental turning including a slide show that will show a quick history of the 

discipline showing the various lathes and equipment used along with a live demo of the rose engine with the 

main cutting tools and apparatus used in the craft. This will be an excellent opportunity for anyone who is 

unfamiliar with ornamental turning to see the endless possibilities it brings to the table by combining 

mechanics with art. 

 

Ornamental Turning by Index Work: 

Level:  Beginner  

Tools:  Mini Lathe with Indexer, UCF, Drilling Frame, Rose Engine as OT Lathe 

Demonstrator:  David Lindow (with Jon Spencer) 

This demo will show how to use simple indexing with the normal ornamental turning cutting frames to carry 

out the art form in the most economical way possible. It will show both manual indexing as well as a simple, 

low cost, CNC indexer that anyone can assemble and afford. The demo will incorporate the drilling frame, the 

eccentric cutter, and the universal cutting frame with profiled cutters. 

Threading on the Lathe: 

Level:  Beginner to Intermediate 

Tools:  Threading attachment, drilling frame, fly cutters 

Demonstrator:   Roy Lindley (with David Lindow) 

This demo will show threading on the lathe with an eye 

to making alternative thread profiles that will counter 

some of the ill effects that come from the natural 

movement of wood due to environmental changes as well 

as showing different ways to accomplish alignment with 

relatively loose threads. The advantages of multiple starts 

(leads) will also be explored. Both internal and external 

threads will be demonstrated. This demo will be useful to 

anyone interested in threading wood boxes. 

Threaded Box with Aligned Grain 
The structure of these threads is 
stronger than typical allowing 

for expansion, strength, and 

reducing the amount the lid 

must be turned for threading. 

One of the tools Roy 
modified for his 

improved threads. 

OTI Room Schedule for 2015 AAW Symposium 
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Fluted Acorn Box with Threaded Lid: 

Level:  Intermediate 

Tools:  RE, Double Eccentric and Dome Chucks, UCF, ECF, Threading 

Demonstrator:  Brad Davis (with David Lindow) 

This demo will show how to use the double eccentric chuck coupled with 

the dome chuck to produce a fluted “acorn” shaped box. It will focus on 

setting up the chucks to ensure repeatability and positive results without 

trial and error. The box also includes a threaded lid that incorporates a 

dome top decorated with the eccentric cutting frame. The techniques of layout by drawing will also be shown. 

Making Shaped Boxes: 

Level:  Beginner to Intermediate 

Tools: Rose Engine (RE), UCF, Drilling Frame, CSC, ECF, Indicators, Shaped Cutters  

Demonstrator:  David Lindow (with Jon Spencer) 

This demo will show different techniques for making shaped boxes on the rose engine 

lathe. It will show how to decorate a box both inside and outside as well as fitting lids 

and approach transitions. It will show how to produce shapes using simple templates 

and an indicator as well as using a curvilinear slide rest (CSR). 

Using Shaped Cutters: 

Level:  Intermediate  

Tools:  UCF, Drilling Frame, Rose Engine, various Shaped Cutters, Rose Engine 

Demonstrator:  Jon Spencer (with David Lindow) 

This demo will explore the use of concave, convex, ogee, flat, and V shaped fly 

cutters and drills to augment ornamental turning. It will focus on adding simple 

details and shadow lines and creating well-proportioned transitions on box bases 

and lids. It will also show how to combine different cutters to create the more 

complex moldings that set ornamental turning apart. The lid of this box was formed 
with shaped cutters. 

Patterns with Drills: 

Level:  Intermediate 

Tools:  Drilling Frame, ECF, shaped drills, Rose Engine, Index Lathe 

Demonstrator:  David Lindow (with Jon Spencer and Roy Lindley) 

Drills are underused in ornamental turning work. They can be 

made in many different shapes and can accomplish not only 

reeds and flutes but also many complex patterns such as those 

seen in guilloché work. The eccentric cutter can be used in a way that emulates drills, 

but allows patterns that are much larger than regular drills will allow. These patterns 

can be used to augment box bottoms and lids and can also be put on the sides of 

shaped boxes. Concave, convex, straight, and V shaped drills will be explored. Laying 

out spiral work with the aid of the computer will also be explained. 
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Straight Line Chuck Patterns, Techniques, and Set Ups: 

Level:  Intermediate 

Tools:  Straight Line chuck, Drilling Frame, UCF 

Demonstrator:  John Calver 

The Rose Engine, fitted with the necessary attachments, is capable of intricate, 

circular, guilloché work; however, straight line work can be achieved using the 

straight line chuck as well. This presentation will feature shop made and 

commercial attachments which will allow credible straight line guilloché 

patterns. With the use of different rosettes and rubbers, many straight line 

patterns are possible and some will be shown. 

Homemade Rose Engine and Spiral/Curvilinear Slide: 

Level:  Beginner to Intermediate 

Tools:  Gary Miller’s Homemade Rose Engine and Tooling 

Demonstrator:  Gary Miller 

For many the cost of a rose engine or ornamental turning lathe creates a barrier to 

entry. This demo tracks the journey of Gary Miller who built his own rose engine 

mostly from components that are readily available on the commercial market for a 

modest price. He will demo its broad capabilities and go through some of what’s 

required to build your own lathe. This demo should provide inspiration and 

guidance to anyone contemplating building their own lathe whether from an MDF 

kit or other sourced components. The demo will also give ideas for improvements 

for those who already own a rose engine. 
Piece made by Gary on his Rose 

Engine 

Wood Stabilization: 

Level:  Beginner to Intermediate 

Tools:  Vacuum Pump 

Demonstrator:  Charles Waggoner 

Traditionally only the most dense and hardest of woods have been used for ornamental 

turning. These woods can be costly, and many are difficult to find. However, stabilization 

with modern materials and a vacuum chamber opens the door to use many woods that would 

otherwise not work well for OT. With stabilization woods with vibrant grains that would 

otherwise be too soft to be used and woods with virtually no discernable grain pattern such as 

Holly can be used. While useful to ornamental turning this demo will be helpful to anyone 

interested in wood stabilization. This demo will detail the equipment and materials needed to 

treat the wood and how to complete the various steps and techniques in a safe manner to 

produce a high quality finished material ready for the lathe. Christmas 
Ornament using 

stabilized holly 
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In Vol 3, N 1 we published an article on rosettes. Unfortunately there were some errors in the information 

regarding Lindow rosettes. Since that time more rosettes have been added so it seemed appropriate to correct 

and update the table of rosettes. Most of the rosettes follow the Holtzapffel naming conventions. 

Lindow Rosettes 

Catalog Number Name Amplitude in 

Inches 

101 B18 0.128 

102 C12 0.235 

103 D12 Replaced by 

161 

104 F4 0.135 

105 BP-4 0.125 

107 P4 0.250 

108 D12 or Archie 0.125 

110 Modified F 0.152 

122 B12 0.125 

132 C12 0.156 

137 D5 0.320 

140 A40 0.065 

143 D5 0.244 

146 B6 0.205 

149 DF12 0.091 

152 DF15 0.135 

161 D12 0.170 

167 A18 0.125 

170 J12 0.454 

173 B16 0.082 

178 I40 0.245 

Basic rosette set included with all Lindow 

Rose Engines 

This set has changed over the production of 

the lathes so you may have some different 

rosettes. Please contact David for 

specifications on rosettes not listed here. 

Catalog Number Name Amplitude in 

Inches 

112 A12 0.250 

118 A18 0.185 

124 A24 0.133 

136 A36 0.075 

148 A48 0.056 

196 A96 0.023 

Sine Wave 

Catalog Number Name Amplitude in 

Inches 

181 Ov86 0.365 

182 Ov89 0.271 

183 Ov93 0.185 

184 Ov90 0.090 

Oval 

Catalog Number 

# of Bumps 

Edge 

Amplitude 

Pumping 

Amplitude  

DP-18 0.060 0.060 

DP-24 0.060 0.060 

DP-36 0.030 0.060 

DP-48 0.030 0.055 

Pumping 
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Catalog Number Name Amplitude in 

Inches 

P3-175 P 0.439 

P4-200 P 0.290 

P5-200 P 0.192 

P6-200 P 0.135 

P8-200 P 0.075 

D3-440 D 0.440 

D4-290 D 0.290 

D5-190 D 0.190 

D6-130 D 0.130 

D8-080 D 0.080 

P & D 

P—First number the in name is the number 

of bumps. Second part of the rosette 

number is the size in which a true polygon 

will be inscribed in a circle. 

D—Second part of rosette number is the 

amplitude. 

C & D 

First part of the rosette number is the shape 

and number of bumps. The Second part of 

the rosette number is the amplitude. 

Catalog Number Name Amplitude in 

Inches 

C6-250 C 0.250 

C8-187 C 0.187 

C10-125 C 0.125 

C18-125 C 0.125 

C24-093 C 0.093 

D6-312 D 0.312 

D8-250 D 0.250 

D10-220 D 0.220 

D18-187 D 0.187 

D24-155 D 0.155 

Engine Turning 

First part of rosette number is the number of 

bumps. Second part of the number is the 

rubber needed to produce a sine wave. 

Catalog Number Amplitude in 

Inches 

Rubber for Sine 

Wave 

2400 0.020 4" 

36175 0.023 1.75" 

4810 0.0175 1" 

6075 0.013 0.75" 

7662 0.010 0.625" 

9637 0.008 0.375" 
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I ornamented some Vertex pens using the 0.382" Lindow 

mandrel. This pen uses a 10.5 mm drill for either metal or 

wood. I have made both brass and nickel silver barrels for the 

pen body. At the same time I purchased other pen styles that 

use a 27/64" bit which works well for wood but not for the 

metal bodies that I wanted. The modification that I made was 

to bore a sleeve to the correct size, ream it, and then turn it to a 

diameter smaller than the body of the pen. I put a taper on the 

end of the sleeve using the metal lathe. I then split the bushing with a sheet metal snip because it was so thin. 

The taper is sharp and fits inside the 27/64 hole that I drilled in the tube that I used for the barrel. I used a 

deburring tool on the ends of the tube to allow the taper on the sleeve to slide inside the barrel and hold it 

securely as the mandrel is tightened. I also made a sleeve that fits on top of the 

pen barrel and the split bushing to keep the bottom 

of the pen barrel within 1/8" or less of the bottom 

of the pen mandrel. 

I think it would be practical to do larger pens such 

as cigar type pens using this method, but I believe 

that it would work best if the bushing was cut in 

half and the sleeve on the top had a groove to keep 

the bushing in as pressure was put on it when tightening the mandrel. I would 

also use a split bushing on the bottom for larger pens to prevent spreading the 

bottom of the pen mandrel. 

Pen Mandrel Modifications 
Peter Gerstel 

Ornamental Turning in Small Treasures Exhibit 
Del Mano Gallery in Los Angeles is hosting their annual Small Treasures exhibit. All the pieces must fit with-

in the maximum size for the exhibit. Del Mano is one of the premiere galleries for wood and other media on 

the west coast and this is always my favorite show they do each year. This year’s exhibit includes works from 

4 ornamental turners. You can view the pieces at http://www.delmano.com and then navigate to the Exhibits 

tab. There are excellent photos from all the artists. 

Letter to the Editor: 

Hello Fellow Ornamental Turners 

If you are a follower of my website, you may be frustrated by the fact that my updates are irregular and there 

has been no way for you to know when an update has been posted. 

My website now invites you to access my new Facebook Ornamental Turning Page on which I shall announce 

future updates to my website. You can open it with this link: 

https://www.facebook.com/ornamentalturning.co.uk 

Kind regards 

John Edwards 

http://www.delmano.com
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This month we profile Steve White. I am sure all of us know Steve since he and David 

partnered to develop the original Lindow-White Rose Engine and he is a Past President 

of OTI. While Steve has withdrawn from the business, he still maintains a keen interest 

in ornamental turning, equipment restoration, and equipment design and development. 

He has a new shop and has shared photos for this article. 

Steve has been a tool and die maker for 31 

years and a metrologist for 4 years. He 

and Mary have been married for two years. 

“I have been turning since 1990. I consider 

myself an average wood turner because I spend so much time 

doing other types of woodworking projects and machine shop 

projects.” 

“I do guilloché for two jewelers 

who do enameling. I also enjoy 

doing machine repair, 

restoration and making fixtures 

for my L-W Rose Engine. I 

make Christmas ornaments for 

an art gallery and also make 

many ornaments of wood and 

colored Plexiglas for family and 

friends at Christmas.” 

“I have 4 Lindow White Rose 

Engines, one of which is 

specifically for guilloché. I have 

3 straightline machines and 3 antique Rose Engines and 2 table top 

machines, one of which is a 

Rose Engine and one is a 

straight line machine. I also use a Southbend metal lathe and milling 

machine. I have an Evans Ornamental Turning lathe that I enjoyed 

restoring. I hardly ever use it and would like to sell the lathe. I also 

have a complete woodworking shop. Between those two shops I can 

make just about anything I need to make.” 

“Christmas ornaments are one of my favorite items to make. I also 

like to make bottle stoppers. I enjoy making attachments for all of 

my old and new machines. This probably harkens back to the fact 

that by trade I am a tool maker at heart. Essentially, the fixtures are 

versions of old ideas that were first invented in the 1800's. Any book 

or information I can get my hands on from that period is a real find 

for me.” 

“I have sold many of my ornaments in a local gallery. I also take 

orders for neighbors, friends and coworkers at Boeing. These usually consist of Christmas ornaments.” 

“I enjoy fishing as much as I do creating things in my shop. I have a lure collection that is one of the biggest in 

Four Lindow White Rose Engines 

South Bend Lathe in foreground and South 

Bend Milling Machine in rear. 

Left, an unknown maker straightline machine. 

Middle, a rare Swiss straightline machine. 

Right, a Swiss rose engine. 

Turner Profile—Steve White 

“As I look forward to retirement in 

September I plan on seeing what this 

machine can do. It still fascinates me 

every day.” 
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Cabinet of Tooling 

Brass anti-belt vibration fixture. 

Mounts to overhead. 

1876 Evans Ornamental Lathe 

“the country. It consists mainly of antique lures. I have a 

room devoted to them. I have traveled to Canada 19 times 

just to fish. I enjoy biking and running  my beagle, 

Charlie, for rabbits.” 

“If I have learned anything about going into the business of 

making Rose-Engines, it is that there isn't hardly anything 

that Dave Lindow and I have done that someone else hasn't 

already done one hundred years ago. That is a big idea to 

wrap your head around. Since the OTI symposium I have 

been working on adding gears to the L-W. The Spirograph 

project turned out so well that I have added a second 

spindle to the Lindow White. This allows me to multiply 

rosette counts. I think this is the beginning of a very 

interesting path that I will pursue. As I look forward to 

retirement in September I plan on seeing what this machine 

can do. It still fascinates me every day.” 

Left, a1929 Hall rose engine. Middle, a 1940 Plant 

straightline machine. Right, a 1950 Neuweiler and 

Engelsberger straightline machine from Germany. 
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Ed. Note: Steve has just posted a video of this modification on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XDIonkwTRo. 

Soon after I built the Spirograph attachment for the rose engine, I got a DVD from a member of OTI. It was 

about a three part series in The English Mechanic from 1883 detailing adding a second spindle to a rose 

engine. This guy and I had the same idea but he had it first and took it to a new level. After reading the story 

and making a sketch I decided to add a second spindle to one of my rose engines. It was an easy project and it 

only took a couple of hours. I added a paper chuck to the spindle to see if multiplying rosette bumps gave me 

any cool patterns. Some did a great job and others did not. The one thing you must know is all the patterns are 

one line. Depending on the gears you pick, for example a 20 in the headstock and 100 on the second spindle. 

One has to crank a bit to get the line on the paper to come back to its original point. I have lots of plastic 

molded 20 pitch gears so for a few days I tried a lot of different combinations. Some would have been great 

for Guilloché. For instance, if you cranked for 4 minutes. doing guilloché , you could have a pattern that with 

phasing the same rosette would have taken you 15 minutes. The two paper patterns would look almost the 

same but in much less time and no mistakes from incorrectly phasing. The second spindle fixture is easy to 

make but there were times I had to make some pieces over due to clearance problems and getting 3-4 gears in 

a narrow area. The big cast iron gear is 100 and the 25 is plastic. That photo is on the OTI site. The two 3/8" 

threaded holes in the front of the headstock, hold an aluminum plate that goes up and over the cast iron 

headstock. This plate holds 3 of the 5 gears. 

I spent some time using 4-5 gears trying to slow down the rotation of the second spindle to see if a one lobed 

rosette would make a loop. It did not, but I am not giving up. This second spindle has some cool capabilities 

but a looped figured has not happened yet. There is a chance with some ideas from the Gear Guy, David 

Lindow might pitch me an idea. 

This mini Geometric chuck has possibilities that I am just now beginning to explore. As a toolmaker I don’t 

use gears daily so I learn as I go. The best ideas are revived from the guys who came before us. I might be able 

to look closer at the old drawings from the old SOT newsletters and find some similar tooling. 

I have attempted to get the rose engine to make a looped figure. I have a 5 piece gear train that I thought would 

slow the rotation down enough to make a loop but all I got was a lot of amplitude and multiples of the rosette 

in one revolution of the second spindle. I see some cool possibilities with the second spindle but for now 

looped figures are not one of them. I only have about 16 hours in the second spindle project and I’m  

Rose Engine Modifications—Second Spindle, Geometric Chuck, 

Amplitude Pointer, and 8 Bump Cross 
Steve White 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XDIonkwTRo
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sure that with time this project can 

make the rose engine make 

patterns we have not seen before. I 

made the new geometric chuck 

over the weekend and it works 

well. This one was made on the 

cheap for $50, and I learned a lot 

making it. Remaking it with 

change gears will be easy. I 

mounted the 50 tooth gear on the 

same center line as the spindle 

using the two 3/16" holes in the 

headstock. That gear is stationary 

and the second 50 tooth gear is 

revolving around that. 

I learned three main things about 

the difference between a 2nd spindle and a geometric chuck. First, on the geometric chuck one can multiply 

any rosette but if you move the spindle off center, the rosette pattern becomes oval. Second, if you have a 2nd 

spindle and you move the rosette off center the part has more amplitude which is very cool. Third, you will 

get the same design on both set-ups if you leave everything on center and just use the gears to multiply the 

rosette pattern. 

I made a fixture to visually see the rock of a new rosette set up. It took 20 

minutes to make this aluminum angle tool. It is held on by the cone 

pointed pivot screw. I used the 1/2" lock nut to hold it to the Pivot block 

with a 1/8" piece of round stock as the pointer and an old machinist scale 

cut in half. 

I attached the scale to the headstock using double face tape on the fraction 

side of the scale. I set the  headstock at top dead center which is 90º to the 

table and stuck the scale on the face of the headstock at 1.5". 

I may have to shorten up the scale. But I can now measure 1" of amplitude 

on the headstock. The closer I get the rocking in both directions the better. 

This is easy and fast since I can read the scale within .010". I've been 

fascinated with the big amplitudes I'm getting using the second spindle I’ve built. One cannot believe what 

you get when you multiply rosettes bumps. 

I tried slotting 3 rosettes to move them off center. That was not a good idea. Instead 

I made an aluminum fixture which is shown in the photo to utilize the 3 holes in all 

the newer rosettes. Two of the 3 holes can be used to pull the rosette off center. I 

have two sets of holes in this aluminum holding fixture. One set is 1/4" off center 

and the other is 1/2". Using the 1/4", I multiplied this low amplitude rosette 4 times 

using my second spindle project. I was very surprised when I saw the paper chuck 

design. It was a cool cross. So I cut a small disc of plastic and produced  the inside 

design in the photo. This fixture also gives this low amplitude rosette a lot of high 

amplitude. This is the kind of cool stuff that keeps my L-W RE my favorite machine 

in the shop. It is never ending. Sometimes I have an idea of what a design will do, but I didn’t see this one at 

all. I do have a 1/4-20 set screw in this fixture that locks this aluminum to the 2nd spindle. I also used a large 

radius. rubber. It is 9º outside, I can’t think of a better place to be today than in my shop finding a cross in an 8 
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Ornamental Turning at 2014 AAW Symposium 
John Tarpley 

Last June 13-15, the AAW held their annual 

symposium in Phoenix, Arizona. Unfortunately I was 

unable to attend the meeting. In V5N1 we showed 

some photos from the meeting shared by Charles 

Waggoner. We’ve now received additional 

information, videos, and photos from Jeffrey Schnell. 

Jeffrey ran multiple cameras in the room used by 

OTI during the meeting. I want to thank Jeffrey for 

sharing the information which makes most of this 

review possible. 

Joshua Salesin gave two 

presentations. Joshua is familiar to 

many of us for his mastery of OT. 

He won the OTI Masters Cup in 

both 2010 and 2012 as well as the 

Straightline Wood Cup in 2012. 

He has many publications, his 

work is in many collections, and 

he has been a presenter at many 

conferences. 

His presentations were in a different room from the 

other OT presentations 

and video is not 

available from his 

talks. One presentation 

was, “Go Nuts with 

Miniatures.” This 

presentation showed 

his work and described his techniques for creating 

miniature vessels from a variety of palm nuts and 

seed pods. Topics included work-holding, tooling, 

sharpening, hollowing, design, lidded vessels, and 

more. While this was not an OT presentation, it 

showed his attention to detail, precision, and another 

turning interest he has followed. 

His other presentation was, “OT Artistry – Beyond 

the Rose Engine.” The slideshow presented inspiring 

designs from some of the most accomplished 

practitioners of ornamental turning and explained 

how results were achieved using a variety of 

apparatus. The talk sought to provide inspiration to 

those looking beyond the rose engine by adding new 

textures and shapes to their work, those interested in 

building specialized apparatus for their existing 

lathes, as well as those applying related approaches 

to computer controlled lathes and 3D printing. The 

presentation was detailed containing over 100 slides 

covering more than 500 years of machines, the work 

people made, and why they made their items. Joshua 

feels the following quote from the Wikipedia History 

of Technology page is a good summary of the 

presentation’s purpose, “The history of technology is 

the history of the invention of tools and techniques, 

and is similar in many ways to the history of 

humanity.” 

Joshua’s multi-tiered 

Pagoda Box which 

won the 2010 OTI 

Masters Cup. 

 

Joshua’s Spoon 

which won the 

2012 OTI 

Masters Cup. 

Examples of Joshua’s 

multilayered Asian 

inspired Cricket Boxes. 
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Bill Ooms gave three 

presentations. The first was, “Mini 

Metal Lathe for Woodturning.” He 

previously published the article, 

"Mini Metal Lathe for Wood," in 

American Woodturner vol. 28, no. 

1, pages 29–35. This article as well 

as  his article on making layers are 

reprinted by permission on his web 

site. This presentation 

demonstrated and expanded upon the points in the 

article. Woodturners usually find having a slide on the 

lathe to be unusual, however, Bill noted that in the 

1800s all wood lathes had slides, but this was lost as 

time passed. Bill began his presentation by discussing 

safety, basic lathe parts, setup, maintenance, basic 

tooling, and sharpening. You will note that Bill is 

wearing safety glasses. He said, “These (safety 

glasses) are the first things on when I enter the shop 

and the last things off when I leave.” Bill then showed 

the use of a metal lathe by making a box. For the 

purposes of the demo Bill made a simple, 

unornamented box which he would usually not make 

on the metal lathe or using these techniques, but he 

used the demonstration to show the capabilities of the 

lathe and techniques for turning wood using a metal 

lathe. For the demonstration he used his mini metal 

lathe, however, he feels lathes of this type require a 

lot of skill and frequent adjustments to make accurate 

cuts. If possible it is better to use a larger, more 

solidly built metal lathe. He used a variety of cuts 

using a square tool, boring bar, and parting tool. 

Being an ornamental turner, Bill makes his box 

bottoms in multiple pieces to allow him to ornament 

the inside bottom of the box. These techniques are 

also used when he makes layered boxes such as the 

one he showed in his next demonstration. 

The wall was then 

brought to the 

proper thickness 

using a boring bar, 

a shoulder was cut 

on the outside, and 

the tenon for the 

lid was cut. 

After flattening and reversing the bottom of the box 

he formed a recess 1" in diameter and 0.1" deep. He 

did this by using a flat endmill to start the recess and 

then enlarged the recess with a boring bar making 

sure the recess was perfectly flat.  

The box side was 

now parted. He 

used a finger to 

support and catch 

the side to prevent 

damage to the 

cylinder. 

The first step was to form a 

cylinder that became the 

box bottom side. This was 

done by rounding the blank 

and then drilling it to 

remove the bulk of the 

interior. 
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Next he reversed the 

bottom, held the recess 

with interior jaws and 

flattened the interior face 

of the bottom. He cut a 

tenon on the bottom to 

match the interior 

diameter of the side of the 

box plus room for glue. 

At this point the interior of the bottom of the box 

could be ornamented. The side and bottom were glued 

aligning the grain. He put glue on the tenon only so 

squeeze out goes outside for easy removal. 

While the bottom dried he turned the lid. Returning to 

the outside jaws, he mounted the top to turn the inside 

recess and joint. After flattening the surface with the 

square tool he started the recess with a ½ " endmill 

and then opened the recess with a boring bar. 

He now switched 

to the plain lathe 

and mounted the 

bottom using 1" 

jaws to grip the 

recess previously 

used on the metal 

lathe. The lid was 

placed on the box and held on using a revolving 

Stebcenter tailstock. 

Because he had 

previously waxed the lid 

joint it would not hold as 

tightly as needed so to 

finish the lid he held the 

tenon in expanding jaws. 

He used masking tape to 

protect the wood. To turn 

the outside shapes he used a spindle gouge and 

negative rake scrapers. 

To finish the box bottom he 

reversed the bottom in the 

jaws. However, the jaws have 

a slight curve where the side 

of the jaws meet the jaw base. 

This will not allow the box or 

any similar item to sit 

square in the jaws. To 

overcome this he made a 

wooden “washer” with one 

interior surface beveled so 

that it now rests flat against 

the jaws. The box sat 

square against the washer 

and was held properly by the 

jaws. Using sharp tools and 

light cuts, a gouge and 

negative rake scraper were 

used to shape the bottom. 
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Interested in Learning Basic Machine Shop 

Procedures? 

During Bill Oom’s presentations he referenced two online 

video series that he feels give reliable machine shop 

information. The first is a series from MIT TV. This 

series of 10 videos plus a safety video can be found at 

techtv.mit.edu /. If you scroll down the page Machine 

Shop 1 is found under the Most Popular listing. You can 

then find the other videos as you progress through the 

series. 

Many of us know the name Tubal Cain, the Biblical metal 

worker, as the pseudonym of the late Tom Walshaw. Now 

there is a new Tuubal Cain posting machining videos on 

YouTube. These videos were Bill’s second 

recommendation. You can find the videos on YouTube by 

searching for Tubal Cain. 

Bill’s second presentation was, “Thin Layered 

Boxes, Making Layers.” This presentation 

contained material that he published in 

"Ornamental Turning-Patterns Cut Through Thin 

Layers," in American Woodturner vol. 28, no. 2, 

pages 42–46. In this presentation he limited 

himself to making the box showing how to make 

thin, uniform layers so that when the box is 

constructed and patterns are cut the patterns  are 

consistent and uniform. In a following presentation 

David Lindow took the box and did the 

ornamentation. 

Chucks, especially 

those designed for 

woodturning, have a 

large amount of run 

out which is not 

compatible with this 

type of work. He uses 

Morse Taper adaptors that he can tap 1/4 20 to 

mount a glue block and use to mount the work. 

Taping requires a cobalt steel tap because the head 

of the adaptor is semi hard. He feels this mounting 

gives the greatest accuracy. Using a Morse Taper 

also allows moving the work between lathes. This 

photo shows the taper in the lathe with an attached 

glue block. Using 5 minute epoxy Bill attached 

what will become the inner of the side of the 

bottom of the box. The technique is the same as 

shown in the previous demonstration. 

For most of the cuts for this project 

Bill used a 3/8" steel square tool. It 

has a 5° relief on the front and side 

and is flat on the top making it a 0 

rake cutter. The front is ground to 

approximately an 80° angle rather 

than 90°. It is set in the tool post so 

that all the cutting is done with the top corner. 

The core of what will become 

the side of the box bottom is 

first turned to the desired 

diameter with the final cut 

taken with the power feed to 

give the smoothest cut 

surface and the bottom 

surface of the blank is trued. 

Next veneer is added to make the next layer. 

Alternatively tinted epoxy can be used instead of 

veneer. If epoxy is used the previous wood layer must 

be sealed with a thin layer of CA glue to prevent the 

epoxy seeping into the pores of  the wood. The epoxy 

is tinted using TransTint dyes. If veneer is being used 

it is cut to rough size with a veneer saw and treated 

with veneer softener prior to use to flatten the veneer 

and prevent cracking when it is curved around the 

previous layer. 

The veneer is sized to the core, 

glue is applied, and a piece of 

rubber inner tube is wrapped 

around the veneer to act as a 

clamp until the glue sets. 

http://techtv.mit.edu/videos/142-machine-shop-1
http://techtv.mit.edu/videos/142-machine-shop-1
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The veneer is then sealed and hardened using CA 

glue. It is then sized to the desired thickness and 

the end is trimmed flush with the previous layer. 

The corner is also rounded so that when the next 

sleeve is placed on and glued it will seat as tightly 

as possible. 

Additional layers can be 

veneer, epoxy, or solid 

wood sleeves. In this case 

Bill is using a sleeve. It was 

created by drilling the 

center with a Forester bit. In 

his article he said this 

should also be mounted on a 

MT, however, since it will 

be subsequently turned he 

now feels this is not necessary so he uses a 

machinist chuck using exterior jaws. Next he 

thins the wall internally using a boring bar. 

The layers mounted on the 

MT are now remounted in 

the lathe and epoxy is ap-

plied to the surface. PVA 

glue would grab before the 

sleeve could be seated on 

the layers. The just sized 

sleeve is seated onto the 

layers using the tailstock to help alignment. Note 

that there is a hole drilled in the sleeve to allow 

the air to escape during this step and the grain is 

aligned as desired. 

After the epoxy dries the sleeve  

is turned to the desired 

thickness and the bottom of the 

sleeve is removed to expose all 

the layers. 

The cylinder can now be  taken to the ornamental lathe 

and the desired pattern cut. Bill makes test pieces 

using scrap disks with veneer layers to test the pattern 

shapes and depths prior to committing an actual box to 

a new design. This box was then ornamented by David 

in one of his demonstrations. 

Bill’s third demonstration was “Making Pen Parts.” In 

this rotation he showed how he designs and makes 

metal parts for pens without using a kit. Detailed 

drawings for the design he demonstrated are available 

for download on his website at   billooms.com/

resources.html. The plans also list the taps and dies he 

uses. Bill wants turners to use these ideas to develop 

their own parts or use these parts for their own use. 

He asks that you not sell pens using these designs 

without his permission. Bill designed this pen to use a 

Monte Blanc Rollerball® which has threads so that a 

spring is not needed. 

Both aluminum and brass are good choices for these 

parts. For aluminum he recommends 6061 alloy and 

for brass he uses 360 alloy. These alloys are available 

at various supply houses and online. 

How fast do you turn metal? The rule of thumb he 

gave is RPM=4*surface feet per minute/diameter of 

the piece. For aluminum which he was turning the 

CFM number is 250. Using 0.5" diameter stock the 

resulting RPM is 2000. 

The first part made was the nib. 

He started with 3/8" stock 

which was center drilled and 

then drilled with a #30 drill to 

depth. The nib was then 

reversed and the stock turned to 

size using a square tool. 

billooms.com/resources.html
billooms.com/resources.html
billooms.com/resources.html
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The next operation 

externally threaded the 

end of the nib. Bill 

used the tailstock quill 

to hold the tap square 

to the stock while he 

turned the chuck by 

hand to cut the threads. 

For all these cutting 

and tapping operations 

he used cutting oil. 

The next step was to drill the hole for the cartridge. 

At left, Bill is showing the shoulder on the cartridge 

which will fit against the depth of the hole. This 

controls the amount of the tip that is exposed so the 

depth of the hole is a critical dimension. At right is 

the hole being drilled. The depth of the hole is 

checked with calipers. 

The interior of the nib is 

then drilled with a #22 drill 

and then a #12 drill. This 

allows for the shape of the 

cartridge being used. 

Threads were tapped for the 

cartridge. This was done 

using a live center in the 

tailstock to hold the tap 

handle straight and the 

chuck was turned by hand. The threads were cut 

until the tap bottomed in the hole. The fit of the 

cartridge was checked for ease of threading and 

point extension. 

The next operations 

formed the shape of 

the nib. Bill held 

the stock in an 

ER16 collet. The 

left photo shows 

the grove in the collet (red arrow). To properly seat 

the collet in the holder, the collet is inverted into the 

front of the collet holder engaging the grove in the 

ring in the holder. This unit is then screwed into the 

rest of the collet holder. 

The shape of the nib tip 

can now be turned. Bill 

set the tool angle using a 

digital protractor which has 

magnets so that it attaches to 

his tool post making it easy 

to use. The upper right photo 

shows using sandpaper to 

create a brushed finish on the 

tip. The lower right photo 

shows the finished tip with 

the shoulder created after 

shaping the tip. 

Now that the nib is completed he made the center 

band beginning with sizing 0.5" stock. The piece 

was drilled and then a slightly larger drill was used 

0.1" deep to make it easier to start the tap for the 

internal threads that will  join this piece with the nib. 
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The band was now parted 

from the unused stock. You 

can see the threads just cut. 

Now in the same way that the 

nib was threaded, Bill tapped 

the center band. 

The center band was reversed 

onto the mandrel to turn a 

shoulder to attach the wood 

for the pen. 

To reverse the band Bill 

made a mandrel. 

The shoulder was turned on 

the center band. The surface 

will be somewhat rough. In 

fact, pliers may be needed to 

remove the band from the 

mandrel which will further 

mark the metal. However, 

this is not a problem; since a 

rough surface helps create a good glue joint with 

the wood. 

The next step is to make the endcap for the pen if 

one is desired. Due to time constraints, Bill did 

not demonstrate this piece, but the plans are on his 

website. 

Wood blanks can now be 

prepared by drilling the 

blank on the lathe producing 

a concentric hole. Next the 

wood is glued onto the nib 

using either epoxy or 

polyurethane glue. 

The pen can then be 

mounted in either a wood 

lathe or the metal lathe. 

The wood is turned close 

to the final diameter. The 

final cuts are made using 

negative rake scrapers 

turning both the wood and 

metal to create a perfect 

fit. 

If you want to turn 

the pen on the 

metal lathe, a tool 

post for hand 

turning can be 

created by placing 

a length of round 

stock in a tool holder. 

[Ed. Note: This idea should also work when using 

the Lindow Hardinge Adapter on a wood lathe so 

that you can switch between using metal tooling 

and hand tools without having to use the lathe’s 

banjo.] 

The center band is screwed 

onto the nib and the second 

wood blank is glued onto the 

band taking care to align the 

grain. 
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Alternatively, a 

mandrel can be 

made so that 

the nib can be 

held in the 

mandrel and 

then turned. 

Similarly a mandrel can be 

made for the other portion of 

the pen which is screwed into 

the center band. Another 

mandrel is made for the 

opposite end of the piece. One 

end of the mandrel is drilled 

with a center drill to create a 

cone that will fit into the live 

tail center allowing the piece 

to be mounted between the 

chuck and the tailstock. 

After both pieces have been 

partially turned they are then 

screwed together so that final cuts can be made 

cutting both the wood and metal to create a perfect 

fit. 

Using this method the parts can also be mounted 

on an ornamental lathe for decoration. 

The next series of demonstrations 

were given by David Lindow. His 

first demonstration was, 

“Ornamentally turned Layered 

Boxes.” Rather then complete 

one box which would have been 

difficult in the time allowed, he 

chose to demonstrate several 

techniques using different blanks.  

David began by paying tribute to the work of Dale 

Chase who did these types of boxes which interested 

people in pursuing this idea. Gorst commented that 

H. S. Savery did the original work of this type in 

1913. David also paid tribute to the work of the late 

Robert Sakauye whose layered boxes and spinning 

tops were extremely well executed. 

For the first demonstration, David used the box blank 

that Bill Ooms made in his earlier demonstration. 

David began by setting up a 

60° flycutter in the 

universal cutting frame. He 

used a 24 bump rosette with 

0.063" amplitude and a 

rubber which produced a 

sine wave. 

He then cut the first row of decoration using multiple 

passes. The rosette was then phased and the cutter 

moved to cut the second row. At this point it became 

obvious that the pattern was being cut unevenly. This 

could have been  due to a runout problem between 

the two lathes, the mounting method, or perhaps the 

blank was moved on the mounting taper when it was 

remounted on the RE. 
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He also tried a blank mounted on a screw thread 

rather than a MT. This showed a runout of about 

0.008" which will make the pattern uneven. To 

compensate for the runnout David used a leveling 

chuck requiring a lot of adjustment and setup which 

also shows the superiority of using a MT rather than 

relying on headstock threads. 

He switched to a second 

blank of African Blackwood 

and stabilized holly. He used 

an F4 rosette with a 1/2" 

rubber to produce a sine 

wave and demonstrated the 

pattern cut on the side of the 

box using the same flycutter. 

For this box David used a 

3/8" ball drill from Jon 

Spencer. Using a rosette 

as an index plate he 

drilled 12 dots around the 

box. 

David next setup a 

double eccentric 

chuck. First he used a 

dial indicator to 

center the chuck. 

Note that the dial 

probe is inside the 

index spindle. 

After mounting his blank, he 

used the eccentric to move 

the blank off center to cut 

semicircular or crescent 

groves in the piece using the 

same ball cutter from the 

previous example. David 

commented that the 1/4" 

cutter would have looked 

better for this size of blank, but he didn’t change 

cutters due to time limitations. 

For the final 

example David 

mounted a dome 

chuck with an 

index head. He 

stressed that it is 

important that the 

motif produced 

must be lined up 

both vertically and horizontally. To create this 

alignment the dome chuck is positioned with the 

rubber in either the peak or the valley of the rosette 

which is determined using a dial indicator. Then the 

chuck is brought to level using a machinist’s level 

placed on the slide of the chuck. 

Using a 60° fly cutter with the box center on the 

centerline of the spindle and the cutter set just left of 

center he produced the design replicated 6 times 

around the box circumference. 

The next demonstration 

was, “Ornamentally 

turned Hexagonal Boxes.” 

David began by 

emphasizing that 

alignment is the most 

important aspect of this 

project. Due to time constraints David had partially 

pre-turned the blank. This photo shows that the 

peaks of the straight lines on the edges are not quite 

aligned due to the setup not being perfect. This 

affects the final appearance of the box. The first step 

was to correct the alignment of the blank. 
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The box is tapered from the top to bottom. This is 

accomplished by setting the slide rest at a 2° angle. 

The box is shaped using a six lobed puffy polygon 

rosette in the auxiliary rosette holder so that a 

pumping rosette that will form the decoration can be 

used on the main barrel. 

The lip of the box is also 

important to create a good fit 

for the lid. This photo shows 

an African Blackwood box 

with a lip profile that David 

prefers. Using a stable wood 

like Blackwood this box will 

have a snap fit when the fit 

is done correctly. 

When using a pumping 

rosette with a negative 

shape or what 

Holtzapffel called a C 

shape using a rubber 

with half the radius of 

the rosette will create a 

sine wave. Using a 

pointed rubber will create the shape of the rosette, 

and using a rubber with at least the radius of the 

rosette will create the opposite shape of the rosette. 

Using the pumping rubber shown the top surface is 

the same radius as the rosette so it produces the 

opposite shape and the lower surface produces the 

sine wave. 

The box will be 

decorated with a 

barleycorn 

using the puffy 

polygon and 

adding the 

pumping rosette 

to create the 

pattern. This requires that the two rosettes work 

together so they must be setup properly. By using 

two dial indicators with one measuring the rocking 

and the second the pumping, the two rosettes can be 

phased so that they are in sync. The indicator 

showing rocking is in the photo while the one 

showing pumping is on the other side of the crossing 

wheel and is blocked by David’s hand while he 

adjusts phasing with the worm. 

The barleycorns are cut 

using a 60° fly cutter in the 

drilling frame. The pattern 

is started just below the 

curve on the bottom 

molding of the box. In 

order to make the 

barleycorns form properly 

at the corners it is very important to align the height 

of the tip of the cutter with the corner of the box and 

keep the same 2° angle of the slide rest. 

The second cut for the 

barleycorn is made by 

moving the slide rest 

over by 0.075" and 

phasing by 50%. 

After a second row of barleycorns is turned the slide 

rest is returned to the 0° position and an endmill is 

placed in the drilling frame and the pumping is 

stopped. The slide rest is repositioned to form the lip 

of the box and then to remove the interior. 

The first step is to use a 

3/8" endmill to create a 

“frame” around what 

will become the interior 

edge of the lip. This 

serves as a guide for 

cutting the lip and also 

checks that the interior 

points of the box will align with the outside points of 

the box. 
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Next using the same 

endmill the lip itself is 

cut to the desired width 

and depth as shown by 

the arrow. 

The next step is to change to 

the universal cutting frame 

and take a light cut on the 

lip to ensure that the corners 

still align with the new cut. 

If not the cutting frame can 

be pulled off center, but that 

will change the alignment of the center of the motif. 

A better solution is to phase the box until the cuts 

align properly. 

Next the cutter is moved to 

cut a small chamfer on the 

outside top edge of the lip 

as shown by the arrow. 

Now the cutter is moved 

over to begin cutting the 

interior of the box. The 

cutter is adjusted so that 

the cut meets the chamfer 

just cut. Once this cut is 

completed around the box 

the interior can be 

removed. First the center 

is removed and then David 

backs into the edge until 

he gets to the desired wall 

thickness.  

Here the cutter spindle is just 

deeper than the edge of the 

box so David can now cut into 

the wall to establish the wall 

thickness shown by the arrow. 

This cut is made into the box 

about 1/8" deep. At this point 

additional wood would be 

removed to the desired depth 

and the wall would then be undercut up to the 

previously finished edge which would form a small 

ledge in the box. David did not complete this 

process due to time limitations. 

The lid blank is now 

mounted on the lathe 

and the flying saucer 

cutting frame, already 

set on center height is 

used as a centering 

tool making sure that 

the cutter aligns with the corner of the lid while the 

rosette is a maximum amplitude. The lid can be 

adjusted by moving it in the chuck or by phasing. 

The UCF with a 

concave cutter  is now 

used making sure that 

the cutter is properly 

centered to evenly cut 

the lid sides. 

Next the cutter is changed 

to a square cutter and the 

first cut is made in the 

second cut made by the 

concave cutter. This 

allows David to check that 

the new cutter is properly 

aligned since he knows that the surface for that cut 

is true. Making the second cut with the concave 

cutter sets up a place to position the square cutter 

and align it with the concave cutter.  
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Now a wide square 

cutter is used to 

remove excess wood. 

A right hand quarter 

round cutter is used to 

form the molding for 

the lid side. 

With time short David had to describe other steps and 

possible designs that can be used to finish the box. 

David’s third demonstration was, “Ornamentally Turned Pens.” 

We have previously covered this topic in LREN, V4, N2, pages 

28-40 so you can find expanded information in that back issue. 

David began giving a short discussion of engine turning and 

then showed how the pen mandrel works and discussed its 

components and the importance of accurately setting up a 

straightline chuck. 

David prepares his blanks by turning the wood from 3/4-5/8" in 

diameter, cutting into the desired lengths. They are then held in 

a collet and drilled on the lathe. He then glues in the tubes, 

places them on his mandrel and turns them on a metal lathe 

using the power feed. This gives an accuracy of about 0.002" 

along the length of the blank. 

David’s mandrels are 

made using a 60° 
expanding screw head 

that tightens and 

expands the slots in the 

sleeve. This insures a 

tight and accurate fit. 

For this pen 

David used a 

120° cutter in the 

drilling frame. 

Here the point of 

the cutter is being 

aligned with the 

point of the tailstock on the chuck. 

After setting up the 

system it is always a 

good idea to make a 

light test cut. For this 

pen the chosen rosette 

and rubber should 

produce a sine wave. 

This photo shows that 

only partial waves 

were being cut so the 

cutter needed to be 

moved a few thousands toward the 

operator. 

This photo shows the 

pattern after the 

adjustment. A good 

sine wave has been 

formed. You may be 

able to see the slight 

double cut as indicated 

by the red arrow. This 

is caused by backlash 

because David cut in 

both directions. You 

may decide to rough in 

one direction and then 

finish cut in the other direction. This 

works if you have enough room to cover 

the backlash. Usually 0.005" is enough. 
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The pattern will be created by indexing around the 

circumference of the barrel. For this demo a 24 

bump rosette was used. Since the 0° positon and the 

360° must be the same if we index every 10° then 36 

cuts must be made. If phase shifting is used then 

dividing 360/24=15. Therefore, 36 times the amount 

of phase shift must be divisible by 15. For this 

example 2.5° of phase shift was chosen. 

Here you can see the almost 

completed spiral design. David 

made two passes for each cut. 

The upward cut was a roughing 

cut and then the downward cut in 

the same position was a finish 

cut. It is important to remember 

to lock the index head for each 

cut and to loosen the tailstock 

before indexing. Be sure to 

retighten the tailstock after each 

index. 

Here is the completed 

mopane spiral pen with 

an oil finish. 

In the time remaining David setup the tailstock bed 

to demonstrate how it can be used for pens. The 

above photo shows using two dial indicators, both 

attached to the tool post, with the dial tips at 90° to 

each other on the sleeve of the pen mandrel shown 

in the red circle. In this way run out can be checked 

in both planes at the same time. Additionally, the 

slide rest can be moved along the length of the 

sleeve to check both ends of the pen without 

changing the setup. 

Using the same 120° cutter he made a row of 

barleycorns at each end of the pen blank. This was 

done using an 18 bump pumping rosette. Each pass 

is moved by 0.075" which is just slightly more than 

the amplitude of the rosette. 

The remainder of the sessions in the room were 

Open Meetings so that people could come and go 

and discuss topics that interested them. A variety 

of topics were discussed and some were 

demonstrated. During these sessions the cameras 

were operated unmanned so the views of work 

were not as close a for the formal sessions. There 

were some interesting points that are worth 

mentioning. 
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One of the questions asked 

was, “Why are several different 

rubbers needed?” David 

illustrated this point by cutting 

three patterns on the same 

piece using the same C rosette, 

but changing rubbers for each 

pattern. The outer pattern was 

made using a point rubber which produces the 

rosette shape. The middle pattern was produced 

using a rubber with a radius of at least the radius of 

the rosette pattern which produces the opposite 

pattern. The interior pattern, a sine wave, was 

produced using a rubber of 1/2 the radius of the 

rosette. 

David also pointed out that using different rubbers to 

change a pattern allows for much more flexibility in 

patterns. Also, it is much faster to change rubbers 

rather than changing rosettes so when engine turning  

and even during regular RE work this allows greater 

efficiency and speed as well as not affecting the 

existing setup by changing rosettes. 

During one of the setups David used a chuck that 

required Tommy bars for tightening. He commented 

that he hoped he remembered which way to tighten 

the chuck. If I could be allowed to make a comment, 

I have placed arrows on all my chucks of that type 

pointing in the direction it tightens and on keyed 

chucks the arrow shows the direction of rotation to 

tighten. This may sound simplistic; but when you are 

concentrating on several things and the alignment is 

critical, that will be when you accidently turn the 

chuck the wrong direction. These simple marks can 

save you making that mistake. 

David did some turning on 

the inside of a layered box 

and discussed his method of 

making layers. He selects 

woods for stability. He aims 

for 0.004" between layers 

both to allow for wood 

movement and for glue. He 

uses a thick layer of 30 minute epoxy and places the 

box in an arbor press or a vise during the 30 minute 

set time. Using a slower set epoxy allows time for air 

bubbles to escape before the glue sets. 

There was a discussion about the need for a metal 

lathe to make the layers. David’s comment was that 

this is easier, but people are using the Hardinge Slide 

Adaptor on mini-lathes and making layers. You just 

have to learn how to accurately use your setup and 

lathe. 

Again, I want to thank Jeffrey Schnell for allowing me 

to use his videos to review the meeting. 

Letter to the Editor: 

Fellow Ornamental Turners, 

Just a quick note to all of you who have expressed an interest 

in the RESurface software. I’ve completely rewritten the 

software over the last several months. Not only does it provide 

the visualization of cut surfaces, I’ve also provided the 

modules for generating g-code for those of you who have 

been asking for it. 

The new software is called COrnLathe3 (Computerized 

Ornamental Lathe version 3). Improvements include: 

 The ability to visualize work done with several different 

cutters. 

 The addition of OffsetPoints so that one can visualize the 

effect of offsetting/rotating the work (such as on a dome 

chuck or eccentric chuck) and cutting multiple patterns around 

the shape.  

 The addition of PatternPoints to quickly implement 

special shapes (such as leaves, butterflies, etc). 

 The g-code output modules are included! 

 The 3D view has been completely re-written to be 

compatible with the newer Java8. No need for separate 3D 

drivers (which don't work on Java8). 

 A text editor is included in the software so that you can 

directly edit the xml files.  
The source code for the entire program has been made 

available via GitHub. Be sure to look at the README file 

and the License agreement. 

There are some limitations as well. Apple, Oracle, and 

Microsoft make changes faster that I can keep up with them, 

so I’m only publishing the current version that I’m using on 

my own Mac computers in the shop. 
 

For full information, see http://spftware.billooms.com/

cornlathe/ 
 

Regards, 
Bill Ooms 

https://github.com/billooms/COrnLathe
https://github.com/billooms/COrnLathe/blob/master/README.md
https://github.com/billooms/COrnLathe/blob/master/License.txt
http://spftware.billooms.com/cornlathe/
http://spftware.billooms.com/cornlathe/
http://spftware.billooms.com/cornlathe/
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The following document describes the steps in making a 6-sided box ornamented on each of the six sections. 

The box has a faceted lid also decorated with six rose patterns. It should be noted that there are many ways to 

hold the base and lid for ornamentation. In this project Expansion Chucks are used. The rose engine used in 

this project is a Lindow Rose Engine (RE) using: 

Leveling Chuck 

Holding Chuck 

2˝ Expansion Chuck (3/4˝ x 16tpi) 

2 ¼˝ Expansion Chuck (3/4˝ x 16tpi) 

2˝ Expansion Chuck (1˝ x 8tpi) 

2 ¼˝ Expansion Chuck (1˝ x 8 tpi) 

Straightline Chuck with the Index Head attached 

Drilling Frame with either the large eccentric cutter head or an end mill 

Universal Cutting Frame (UCF) with the triangular cutters 

Universal Cutting Frame (UCF) with a 3/16˝ 60° cutter 

F4 Rosette with small radius rubber 

Double Eccentric Chuck 

Angle Plate Oblique Attachment 

Collet Chuck 

Note: In this project Expansion Chucks are used to hold both the base and top for ornamenting. It is important 

to ensure that the 2˝ diameter bore is accurate. Three different cutting frames are used in this project so ensure 

they are all at center height before starting the project. 

This document also refers to the supporting document ‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment Procedures’ (Version 

2) available from Lindow Machine Works. 

The steps in making the box are: 

Blank Preparation 

Prepare the wood for the box, and cut the wood into two pieces—the base and the lid. 

Base 

Cut a 2˝hole 1˝ deep for a 2˝ Expansion Chuck. 

Using the Straightline Chuck and the large eccentric cutter head to cut 6 equal sides. 

Use a UCF with the triangular cutters to decorate each side. 

Use the Eccentric Dome Chuck to ornament each of the 6 sides with a flower pattern. 

Lid 

Cut the lid and a lip to fit the top of the base. 

Shape facets on the lid, and cut 6 flower patterns on the top. 

Making a Six Sided or Hex Box 
Brian Clarry and David Lindow 

Ed. Note: Since one of the rotations reviewed in this issue was a Hex Box. We thought it might be 

interesting to provide the step by step instructions for making this box using a Lindow Rose 

Engine. You may wish to modify these directions to use other types of decoration or to suit the 

equipment you own. 
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Preparing the base for ornamenting 

Note: Lindow Machine Works sells a Dovetail Bed that will fit a Jet or Rikon lathe. The Dovetail Bed will fit 

in the bed of the lathe and will allow a Hardinge sliderest to be attached to the lathe. The lathe can then be 

used as an easy method of turning and boring in a quick and true fashion. 

On the RE install the Leveling Chuck and a holding chuck. Clamp the tenon of the wood blank in a holding 

chuck. Move the sliderest inline with the holding chuck and use a square to ensure the sliderest is 90° to the RE 

base. Lock the headstock at top dead center so the spindle does not rock. 

Hint: Every time the sliderest is moved it is important to use a square to ensure it is aligned correctly. 

To make it easier to align the base in the next step, first check the alignment of the Leveling Chuck. Refer to 

‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment Procedures’ document Section 3-3.4a. Use a dial indicator against the base 

to check that the base is aligned both axially and radially. Again refer to ‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment 

Procedures’ document Section 3-3.4a. 

Install the Drilling Frame on the sliderest. Install a ¼˝ 4 flute single end mill (end mill) in an end mill holder, 

and screw the end mill holder into the Drilling Frame. First, use the end mill to cut a smooth surface. 

Remember to use a ‘climb cut’ to reduce breaking out the grain. Second, cut a hole for the Expansion Chuck 2˝ 

in diameter and 1˝ deep. Use the 2˝ (1˝ x 8tpi) Expansion Chuck as an accurate gauge for the recess. This 

expansion chuck will be used to hold the base when decorating the bottom. 

Use the Lindow RE, lathe, or bandsaw to separate the lid from the base. The base should be 1 5/8˝ long. 

Tighten the 2˝ Expansion Chuck (1˝ x 8tpi) in the hole just bored in the base. Screw the Expansion Chuck onto 

the Leveling Chuck. Use a dial indicator against the base and check the blank for alignment both axially and 

radially. Refer to ‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment Procedures’ document Section 3-3.4a. Use the end mill to 

cut a smooth surface on the base - remember, a ‘climb cut’. 

Hint: Each time a new chuck is attached to the Leveling Chuck it is important to check that the alignment is 

correct.  

Ornamenting the sides of the base 
Align the Index Chuck 

Install the Straightline Chuck with the Index Chuck attached. 

Set the headstock at top dead center. Refer to ‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment Procedures’ document 

Section 1-1.1 for more details on this alignment. 

Use a dial indicator attached to the top slide to check the alignment of the Index Chuck from front to back. 

Move the dial indicator from front to back measuring the difference. To minimize the difference the sliderest 

top slide (protractor) should be adjusted.  

Using the Lindow Rose Engine 

Preparing the blank. 

Cut a piece of wood approximately 3 1/8˝ square and 2 5/8˝ 

long. On a plain lathe round the wood to its largest diameter, 

which will be about 2 ¾˝. Cut a 1 ¾˝ diameter by ¼˝ wide 

tenon at one end that will fit into a holding chuck on 

the RE. 

Ensure the outside is smooth. Mark the wood as shown 

at left. 

 top  base 

¼˝ tenon 

1 5/8˝ 
¾˝ 

1 
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Cutting the six sides. 

Replace the 2˝ Expansion Chuck (1˝ x 8tpi) with a 2˝ Expansion Chuck (3/4˝ x 16tpi).  Screw the Expansion 

Chuck with the base onto the Index Chuck and set the Index Chuck to zero. 

Hint: Always tighten the index wheel when installing or removing a holding chuck from the Index Chuck. If 

not, the teeth on the aluminum index wheel inside the Index Chuck will be stripped. 

Ensure the tool post on the sliderest is 90° to the expansion chuck. 

Using a dial indicator 

check the alignment 

from front to back on 

the side of the 

Drilling Frame. 

Loosen the tool post 

and move the 

Drilling Frame, if necessary. This adjustment is 

to ensure the depth of cut on the side of the base 

is consistent. 

2 Install the large Eccentric Cutter 

Head with 3/16˝ round cutter, and 

adjust the cutter to a radius of 

0.770˝. Position the Eccentric 

Cutter Head so the cutter is about 

3/8˝ from the base. 

Move the Eccentric Cutter Head 

in to cut the top part of the base. 

Check that the Straightline Chuck moves the base past 

the Eccentric Cutter Head in both directions. 

Move the cutter against the side of the base and set the 

top slide dial to zero. 

3 

Start the Drilling Frame 

and slowly move the 

base up and down on 

the Straightline Chuck 

moving the cutter in by 

approximately 0.180˝ on 

the dial. Also, slowly 

move the Eccentric 

Cutter Head to the right so that the final width of 

the base is ¼˝. 

4 Stop the Drilling Frame and 

move the Index Chuck to 60°. 

Repeat cutting the second side 

to the same depth. Repeat 

cutting the first and second 

side until the edge between 

the two sides is a straight line. 

Note the depth. Repeat until 

all sides are cut i.e. 120, 180, 240, 300 degrees on the 

Index Chuck. 

5 

Cutting a flat on each of the six corners of the sides 

Move the Index Chuck to 30°. This will move the first corner facing the Eccentric 

Cutter Head. 

Move the cutter to touch the corner and set the top slide dial indicator to zero. 

Slowly move the base up and down on the Straightline Chuck moving the cutter so 

that it cuts about 3/32˝ flat on the sharp edge. Note the depth of cut. Do not cut too 

deep. 

Repeat the above process on the other five corners i.e. 90, 150, 270, 330 degrees 

on the Index Chuck using the same depth of cut. 

Cutting six flats on the round base 

Move the Index Chuck back to 0°. Move the cutter against the side of the round base and set the top slide dial 

to 0. 

Start the Drilling Frame and slowly move the base up and down on the Straightline Chuck moving the cutter in 

6 
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approximately 0.110˝ on the dial. 

Stop the Drilling Frame and move the Index 

Chuck to 60°. Repeat cutting the second side to 

the same depth. Repeat cutting the first and 

second side until the end between the two sides is 

just over 0.350˝ wide. Note the depth. Repeat 

until all sides are cut i.e. 120, 180, 240, 300 

degrees on the Index Chuck.  

Repeat cutting the first and second 

side until the edge between the 

two sides is a straight line. Note 

the depth. Repeat until all sides are 

cut i.e. 120, 180, 240, 300 degrees 

on the Index Chuck. 

Note: The 0.180˝ cutter depth is 

approximate, so start the move in less than this and cut 

two sides until the edges meet. Use this depth to cut the 

rest of the sides. Move the last cuts slowly to get a 

smoother surface. 

Inspect the six edges. If any edge is not a sharp repeat the 

process above cutting slightly deeper. 

7 

Finally, cut the six sides 

again to an additional 

depth of 0.025˝ on the 

dial. 

8 

Cutting a flat on the six corners 

of the base 

Move the Index Chuck back to 

30°. This will move the first 

corner of the base facing the 

eccentric cutting frame. 

Move the cutter to touch the 

corner and set the top slide dial 

indicator to zero. 

9 

Slowly move the base up 

and down on the 

Straightline Chuck 

moving the cutter so that 

it cuts a flat on the 

rounded edge. Depth of 

cut is about 0.015˝ to 

0.020˝ on the dial. 

Repeat the above process on the other five 

corners i.e. 90, 150, 210, 270, 330 degrees on the 

Index Chuck using the same depth of cut. 

10 Cut a chamfer at the top of 

the base on all six sides 

Remove the Drilling Frame and 

install the Universal Cutting 

Frame with the triangular 

cutters. Position the cutter head 

so that it is vertical. 

Set the Index Chuck to zero. 

Position the cutter point on the top edge just touching the 

side. Set the both slide dials to zero. 

Turn on the UCF and slowly move the base up and down 

on the Straightline Chuck. When the cutter is below the 

base move the cutter slowly in until a chamfer is cut with 

a slight vertical cut along the top edge. The depth should 

be close to 0.075˝. Note the final depth. 

11 
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Continue moving the 

base up and down 

slowly moving the top 

slide out until the 

vertical cut is just under 

1/16˝ wide. The top slide 

is moved out 

approximately 0.020˝ on the dial. Note the final 

measurement. 

12 Set both sliderest dials to zero, and 

repeat until all sides are cut i.e. 60, 

120, 180, 240, 300 degrees on the 

Index Chuck using the same 

measurements noted above. 

13 

Cutting a chamfer at the 

bottom of the base on all six 

sides  

Set the Index Chuck to zero. 

Position the cutter point on 

the side of the base. Set the 

bottom slide dial to zero. 

Move the cutter point to the top of the rounded 

edge where the side and base meet. Set the top 

slide dial to zero. 

Move the cutter towards the top of the base by 

0.030˝, and reset the top slide dial to zero. 

Turn on the UCF and slowly move the base up 

and down on the Straightline Chuck. When the 

cutter is below the base move the cutter slowly in 

to a depth of 0.065˝. 

Continue moving the base up and down slowly 

moving the top slide out by 0.020˝. 

14 Set both sliderest dials to zero, 

and repeat until all sides are cut 

i.e. 60, 120, 180, 240, 300 

degrees on the Index Chuck. 

15 

Cutting two lines at the 

bottom of the base on all six 

corners 

Set the Index Chuck to 30 

degrees. 

Turn on the UCF and slowly 

move the base up and down on 

the Straightline Chuck. Move 

the cutter in to cut the groove 

the same depth as cut above. 

Move the cutter head to the 

right by 0.100˝ (1 turn) and 

repeat the cut to the same depth.  

16 Repeat on the other five sides i.e. 90, 

150, 210, 270, 330 degrees on the 

Index Chuck positioning the cutter as 

described above. 

17 
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Cutting a chamfer at the bottom of the base on all six 

corners 

Set the Index Chuck to 30 degrees. 

Place the side of the cutter against the edge of the base 

and set the top slide dial to zero. 

Turn on the UCF and slowly move the base up and down 

on the Straightline Chuck. Move the cutter in to cut a 

faint chamfer on the edge at the same depth as above. 

Repeat on the other five sides i.e. 90, 150, 210, 270, 330 

degrees on the Index Chuck. 

Cutting a chamfer on 

the bottom of the base 

on all six sides 

Set the Index Chuck to 

zero degrees. 

Place the side of the cutter 

against the edge of the 

base and set the top slide dial to zero. 

Turn on the UCF and slowly move the base up 

and down on the Straightline Chuck. Move the top 

slide in to cut a faint chamfer on the edge. Note 

the depth of cut. 

Repeat on the other five sides i.e. 60, 120, 180, 

240, 300 degrees on the Index Chuck. 

18 

Ornamenting a 

pattern on each side 

of the base 

Install the Eccentric 

Dome Chuck on the 

RE as in the photo 

left. 

Move the sliderest in line with the spindle and use 

a square to ensure the sliderest is 90° to the RE 

base. Install the UCF with the triangular carbide 

cutters. 

Select the rosette and suitable rubber. This project 

uses the F4 and a small rubber. Ensure the 

headstock moves close to the same distance either 

side of top dead center. Refer to ‘Lindow Rose 

Engine Alignment Procedures’ document Section 

1-1.2 for more details on this alignment. 

Insert the base into the 2˝ Expansion Chuck (3/4˝ 

x 16tpi) loosely and screw the Expansion Chuck 

with the base onto the Index Chuck. Set the Index 

Chuck to zero. 

19 Hint: Always tighten the index wheel when installing or 

removing a holding chuck from the Index Chuck. If not, 

the teeth on the aluminum index wheel inside the Index 

Chuck will be stripped. 

Place a square on the 

sliderest and against the 

side of the box. Slide an 

Allen key through the back 

of the Index Chuck and 

carefully tighten the bolt in 

the Expansion Chuck 

ensuring the box side 

remains against the square. Refer to ‘Lindow Rose 

Engine Alignment Procedures’ document Section 2-2.1a 

for more details. 

Set up the Eccentric Dome Chuck to ornament a pattern 

in the center of one of the box sides. Refer to ‘Lindow 

Rose Alignment Procedures’ document Section 3-3.1a 

for more details on this alignment. The alignment 

procedure uses a 12-bump rosette, however the F4 can 

also be used. 

Note: If the pattern on the side of the box needs to start at 

a particular point on the rosette rotate the Crossing Wheel 

with the worm key until this point touches the rubber and 

the slide is horizontal. This change should be made 

before the alignment above. 

20 
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Set the Eccentric 

Dome Chuck slide 

to be horizontal, 

and set the Index 

Chuck to zero. Cut 

a small pattern in 

the center of the 

side and check that it is in the middle. If not, 

repeat the alignment procedures. Complete 

ornamenting the pattern on the first side. 

21 Repeat for the rest of the five 

sides using the same numbers 

on the top and bottom slide 

dials moving the Index Chuck 

each time by 60°. 

22 

Ornamenting the 

bottom of the base. 

Install the Leveling 

Chuck. Replace the 

Expansion Chuck (3/4˝ x 

8tpi) with the 2˝ 

Expansion Chuck (1˝ x 

8tpi) and screw onto the Leveling Chuck. 

Lock the headstock at top dead center, and check 

the base both axially and radially. Refer to 

‘Alignment Procedures’ document Section 1-

1.1.and Section 3-3.4a respectively. 

23 

Install a suitable rosette and 

rubber. In this project the 12 

bump rosette was used. Ensure the 

headstock moves the same 

distance either side of top dead 

center. Refer to ‘Lindow Rose 

Engine Alignment Procedures’ 

document Section 1-1.2 for more 

details on this alignment. 

Note: If the pattern on the base of 

the box needs to start at a 

particular point on the rosette so 

it matches the pattern on the side 

rotate the Crossing Wheel with the worm key until the 

rubber touches the correct point on the rosette, and the 

box side is horizontal. Finally, ornament the base. This 

completes the base. 

24 

Preparing the lid for ornamenting. Using the 

Lindow Rose Engine 

Sizing the lid to fit base. 

Attach a holding chuck to 

the Leveling Chuck. 

Clamp the tenon of the lid 

blank in the holding chuck. 

Lock the headstock at top 

dead center so the spindle 

does not rock. 

Check the alignment of the Leveling Chuck. 

Refer to ‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment 

Procedures’ document Section 1-1.1. 

Use a dial indicator against the base and check 

the blank both axially and radially. Refer to 

‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment Procedures’ 

document Section 3-3.4a. 

Install the Drilling Frame on the sliderest. Install 

a ¼˝ 4 flute single end mill in an end mill holder, 

and screw the end mill holder into the Drilling 

25 

Frame. 

Use an end mill to cut a smooth surface. Remember to 

use a ‘climb cut’ to reduce breaking out the grain. 

First, measure the hole in the base accurately. It should 

be close to 2˝ diameter. Cut the diameter to this 

measurement to a depth of 3/16˝. Use the base to 

accurately check the diameter. 

Second, cut a diameter that will fit within the boundary 

of the chamfers on the top of the base. 
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Ornamenting the 

bottom of the lid. 

Install a suitable 

rosette and rubber. F4 

was used for the 

pattern below. Ensure 

the headstock moves 

the same distance either side of top dead center. 

Refer to ‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment 

Procedures’ document Section 1-1.2 for more 

details on this alignment. 

Install the UCF with the triangular carbide cutters 

and align the cutting head to the center of the 

spindle. 

Ornament the bottom of the lid. 

26 Ornamenting the top of the lid 

with Domed Facets 

Cutting the six facets. 

Check the Drilling Frame and eccentric 

cutter head is at center height. Refer to 

‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment 

Procedures’ document Section 2-2.3. 

Install the Eccentric Chuck with the Index Chuck 

attached to the Angle Plate Oblique Attachment. Set the 

Angle Plate to zero degrees. 

Lock the headstock at top dead center so the spindle does 

not rock. Refer to ‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment 

Procedures’ document Section 1-1.1. 

Dial-in the Index Chuck so that it is central to the 

spindle. Refer to ‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment 

Procedures’ document Section 3-3.2a. 

Use the 2 ¼˝ Expansion Chuck (3/4˝ x 16tpi) in 

compression mode and fit over the base of the lid. Use a 

clamp around the Expansion Chuck to hold the lid. 

Ensure the clamp is away from the base of the lid 

otherwise the cutter may hit the clamp. Screw the 

Expansion Chuck with the base onto the Index Chuck. 

Move the Angle Plate to a 12° angle. 

27 

Hint: Always tighten the 

index wheel when installing 

or removing blanks from 

the Index Chuck. If not, the 

teeth on the aluminum index 

wheel inside the Index 

Chuck will be stripped. 

Set the Index Chuck to zero degrees. 

Move the sliderest left of center 12° to the RE 

base. Install the Drilling Frame with the large 

eccentric cutter head and a 3/16˝ 60° cutter set to 

approximately 0.075˝. 

28 
Using the red dial of the Saddle move 

the Saddle and Slide all the way to the 

left. Move the Saddle back 

approximately nine turns 

counterclockwise. This will bring the 

center of the lid in line with the 

spindle. 

Move the top slide so the cutter is 

inline with the center of the lid and to the side of the lid. 

29 

Rotate the Eccentric Chuck and slowly move the cutter towards the 

lid and start cutting the facet. It will take several passes to 

completely cut the first domed facet. When the rim of the lid is 

about ¼˝ stop cutting the facet. Set the top slide dial to zero. This 

will be the final depth for the other five facets. Repeat the same 

process above moving the Index Chuck by 60°. 

30 
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Repeat the process of 

cutting the six facets 

reducing the rim from ¼˝ to 

1/8˝. 

31 
Decorating the Lid Top and Edge: 

Do NOT remove the Expansion Chuck with the lid. 

Move the Angle Plate back to zero degrees. 

Decorating the top of the lid 

Return the sliderest to be inline with 

the spindle and ensure it is square to 

the RE base. Move the Saddle back to 

the center of the spindle so the lid 

rotates concentrically. Use the 

eccentric cutter head to cut a 

flat surface on the top of the lid 

approximately 5/8˝ across. 

32 

Next, replace the Drilling 

Frame with the UCF with 

triangular cutters set in a 

horizontal position. 

Move the Saddle so the 

cutter tip is at the same 

height as the facet edge on 

the top of the lid. Move the 

cutter tip against the lid and 

set the top slide dial to zero. 

Move the cutter along the 

facet edge and adjust the 

height accordingly. At this 

point lock the spindle. 

Starting from the left cut a shallow line the length 

of the facet. Note the depth of cut. Repeat cutting 

this line on the rest of the five sides. 

33 

Move the Saddle up by 1/16˝ 

and repeat cutting a line on all 6 

facets. 

34 

Cutting a line around the 

rim 

Move the sliderest 90° to the 

lid and turn the UCF cutter 

head vertical. Use a dial 

indicator to ensure the lid 

rotates concentrically. Cut a 

shallow line around the circumference of the lid. 

35 

Ornamenting a pattern 

on the six facets 

Set up the Double 

Eccentric Chuck. 

 

 

 

Install the UCF with the 

3/16˝ cutter. To create a 

pattern with a small, deep 

radius the cutter should 

protrude about ¼˝.  

36 
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Install a rubber against the F4 rosette. 

Place a dial against the headstock and move the Crossing 

Wheel with the worm key so that the rubber is against 

the correct part of the rosette to ensure the pattern is in 

the same direction as that on the side of the box. 

Note: It is possible the Double Eccentric Slide may not 

be horizontal. 

Ensure the headstock rocks equally each side of top dead 

center. Refer to ‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment 

Procedures’ document Section 1-1.2. 

Set the Index Chuck to 

zero degrees. On the first 

facet to be cut draw two 

lines bisecting where the 

center point of the pattern 

should be. Move the 

spindle so the drawn line 

through the facet is vertical. Lock the spindle. 

37 

Set the angle of 

the Angle Plate 

so that the face of 

the facet is verti-

cal. A square can 

be used to check 

this. The angle 

will be about 25 to 27 degrees. This angle can be 

adjusted later. 

Install the sliderest inline with the spindle. 

38 The next steps center 

the cutter in the middle 

of the facet. This 

alignment is similar to 

the process documented 

in ‘Lindow Rose 

Engine Alignment 

Procedures’ document Section 3-3.2a. 

Use the dial indicator to ensure the marked line on the 

facet is vertical. Make a small cut left of center from the 

vertical line and note the depth of cut. 

Rotate the Double Eccentric Chuck 180° and use the dial 

indicator to ensure the marked line on the facet is 

vertical. Again, make a cut to the same depth. 

Measure the distance each cut is from the side of the 

facet and move the red dial of the slide to center the 

cuts. 

Use the dial indicator to ensure the Double Eccentric 

Chuck is moved by 90°. Repeat the process above and 

make the two cuts either side of the marked line. 

Move the red dial on the Saddle to center the cuts. 

Note: Use the other facets to make additional cuts to 

further check the cutter. 

39 

Move the point of the 

cutter to the center of 

the facet and set both 

sliderest dials to zero. 

Move the bottom slide 

to the left of center by 

0.050˝ on the dial. 

Rotate the facet and slowly move the cutter in to 

cut a small pattern on the facet. Check to ensure 

the pattern is centered on the facet and the depth 

of the pattern is consistent. 

Return the position of the facet so the centerline, 

which is from the center of the facet, is vertical: 

If the pattern is not centered adjust the red dial of 

either the slide or Saddle. 

If the depth of the pattern is not equal top to 

bottom change the angle of the Angle Plate very 

slightly. 

If the depth of pattern is not equal side to side 

adjust the position of the sliderest appropriately. 

Note: Again, use the other facets to check the 

pattern is centered and the depth of the pattern is 

equal on all sides. 

40 
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Finally, slowly cut a pattern 

on the facet to the size 

required and note the depth 

on the top slide dial. 

Repeat cutting the pattern 

on all the other five facets 

to the same depth and check 

to ensure all the patterns are the same size. 

41 Ornamenting the knob 

for the lid 

Install a ¾˝ Collet 

Chuck on the Leveling 

Chuck. 

Cut a blank 1˝ diameter 

and about 2˝ long. Cut a 

¾˝ tenon to fit into the Collet Chuck. 

42 

Set the headstock at top 

dead center. Refer to 

‘Lindow Rose Engine 

Alignment Procedures’ 

document Section—1 1.1 

for more details on this 

alignment. 

Check the blank both axially and radially. Refer 

to ‘Alignment Procedures’ document Section—3 

3.4a. 

Install the sliderest inline with the spindle, and 

install the UCF with a 3/16˝ 60° cutter. 

Install the rubber against the F4 rosette, and 

ensure the headstock rocks equally each side of 

top dead center. Refer to ‘Lindow Rose Engine 

Alignment Procedures’ document Section—1 

1.2. 

Cut a deep pattern in the top of the blank. 

43 

Move the UCF to the side of the 

blank and cut the side to the same 

shape. 

44 

Move the UCF to the corner of the 

pattern and remove the corner of the 

pattern about 1/16˝ wide. 

45

Change the cutting frame to 

the UCF with the triangular 

cutters, and cut the pattern on 

the side of the blank. 

46 

Move the sliderest 90° to 

the spindle and turn the 

UCF frame to an angle 

to cut the shape on the 

stem of the knob. 

47 

Change the cutting frame 

back to the UCF with a 3/16˝ 

flat cutter. Complete shaping 

the stem and cut a ¼˝ 

tenon about ¼˝ deep for 

gluing into the lid. 

48 
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Fitting the knob in the lid 

Install the Leveling Chuck and holding chuck. 

Clamp the lid in the holding chuck. 

Set the headstock at top dead center, and check 

the lid blank axially and radially. Refer to 

‘Lindow Rose Engine Alignment Procedures’ 

document Section 1-1.1 and Section 3-3.4a 

respectively. 

Install the Drilling Fame 

on the sliderest with a ¼˝ 

drill and mark the center 

where the hole should be 

drilled. Drill a hole in the 

center of the box about ¼˝ 

deep. 

49 Put a small amount of glue in 

the hole and fit the knob. 

Position the pattern on the 

knob to be in the same 

direction as that on the lid. 

Clamp until dry. 

50 

Completed Box 
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